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Inviting  
Different Personalities 

 
 
Different people and personalities have different approaches to the way they do things. Inviting visitors is no 
different. We are going to share ways to tap into the personality of the person you are inviting so you can 
speak to them in a way that targets their needs and interest. By doing this you can ensure you are 
communicating with others in the way they want to be communicated with. BNI uses birds to demonstrate 
different personalities, which are similar to DISC: Eagle (D), Parrot (I), Dove (S), Owl (C).  
 
It’s nice to communicate with people in a way they like to communicate. When we can recognize the strengths 
of individuals and can speak to them in a way that they find interesting, it helps to streamline the conversation 
and stay focused on the areas they are interested in. BNI fits all personalities and helps enhance and 
strengthen all personalities. When we can identify someone’s why and speak to that, we are helping them in a 
way they need it!  
 

Identifying an Eagle (D)  
Some characteristics you may see in an eagle: 

• They look successful. 
• They may have pictures with important people in their home or office. 
• Quotes and or artwork may include references to how to be the top 1%. 
• They know their schedule and how you can help them. 

 

How to invite an Eagle 
Words like achieve, goals, grow, and introduce are words that pique interest in an eagle. When inviting an 
eagle to a BNI meeting, you could try something like:  

“Have you achieved all your goals or are you looking to grow your business even more? I would love to 
introduce you to a real ‘go getter’ who shares some of the same customers as your company…” 

 

Identifying a Parrot (I) 
Some characteristics you may see in a parrot:  

• People tend to gravitate to them, and they are often the center of attention. 
• They LOVE to laugh, and they enjoy positive conversation. 
• They often have lots of friends and business associates.  
• They are great at sharing their view and they like share stories.   

 

How to Invite a Parrot  
Words like great group, meet, incredible, helped me and they want to meet you are words that a parrot can 
identify with. Their invitation may sound something like: 

“If you like referrals to grow your business, I have a great group of people for you to meet! They are 
incredible and have helped me build my business. I am sure they would love to meet and help you, too. 
You will LOVE them.”  

 
 

Identifying a Dove (S) 
Some characteristics you may see in a dove:  

• They show interest in others and ask questions about you. 
• They may seem shy or quiet. 
• They tend to have pictures of family & friends in their home or office. 
• They will be very caring and empathetic of others. 
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How to Invite a Dove 
Words like friends, trusted, help, join me and introduce are very inclusive, and Doves like to know they are not 
doing something alone. Their invitation might sound something like: 

“If you use referrals to help you grow your business, I have a group of friends who use trusted 
relationship building to help pass referrals. I would love to have you join me so I could introduce you to 
them.” 
 

Identifying an Owl (C)  
Some characteristics you may see in an owl:  

• They are very punctual.  
• They prefer to stick to an agenda. 
• They are often driven by statistics and facts. 
• They are usually more focused on business than on relationships. 

 

How to Invite an Owl   
Words like powerful, structure, effective, and gain are words that demonstrate to owls that the meetings are 
valuable. Their invitation may sound like this:  

“If you use referrals to help you grow your business, I would like to introduce you to a powerful network. 
The structure is great and it’s an effective way to use my time to gain referrals.”  

 


